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Academic Program Review Summary Form
Board Of Governors Policy 1986-04-A
University: IUP

Degree(s) Offered: PhD

Division: CRIMINOLOGY----Doctoral program Date of Last Review: 2007
Completion Date of Current Review: 2012

I.

Composition of Review Team
Chair: Dr. Jen Roberts
External Review Team Members: Dr. Mona Danner, Old Dominion University
Campus Review Team Members: NA

II.

Program Data - Insert other relevant program data related to the program review in the blank
rows.

Student Enrollment –
Annualized FTES
Program Budget/Cost*
(personnel, operating,
equipment)
Program Cost/FTES*

Insert Appropriate Academic Years Below
Current
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year est. 2010/11 2009/10 2008/09 2007/08
2011 2012
19.33
21.08
18.42
23.92
\\

561,083

533,422

503,692

465,037

--

29,027

25,305

27,345

19,441

Faculty FTE

--

4.21

4.11

4.07

4.13

Majors Enrolled – Fall
Headcount
Program Graduates

47

46

49

54

56

13

6

10

10

4

* Either reflect the portion of the department’s budget (personnel, operating, and equipment) associated
with this program, or reflect the Common Cost Accounting instructional costs associated with this
program.
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III.Progress Since Last Review (This should be a status report of the actions taken from the last review, if
applicable.)
Action Item
Enhanced marketing of
program

Raise visibility of the PhD
program at University and
Nationwide

Implemented yearly review
with doctoral students

Enhance graduation rate

Increase faculty and
student interaction in
doctoral program

Assessment of PhD
program qualifying
examinations

Improve communication
with students about

Steps Taken/Progress Reported
Updated PhD/department webpage, created
new marketing materials, created list of all
MA programs in U.S. to have materials
mailed to, sent mailings to program alumni,
used GRE service to identify potential
students.
Doctoral coordinator serves as the
Secretary/Treasurer of the Association of
Doctoral Programs in Criminology and
Criminal Justice; continued highlighting of
student accomplishments in Grad School
newsletter, IUP today, and department
webpage
Solicit feedback on student progress and
skills from the faculty; meet with the students
individually each spring to discuss strengths,
areas for improvement, and planning for
career
Improved communication on expectations for
timely graduation during orientation and
yearly review; faculty/doctoral coordinator
identified students who were failing to make
timely progress and discussed their progress
on a regular basis; reinstated mailing time
limitation warning letter to students during
their 6th year of study.
As part of orientation for new doctoral
students, faculty are encouraged to attend;
host a separate “meet and greet” function
with the doctoral students each Fall; host a
holiday social with the faculty and doctoral
students; Brown Bag luncheons with a
featured faculty speaker and the doctoral
students
Faculty member assessment/discussion of
reading lists, departmental expectations, and
testing format. Result has been updates to
required courses, reading lists, and
communication with students
Creation of a Moodle advising page for all
doctoral students that contains required
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Date
Ongoing

Fall 2010 to
present for
ADPCCJ
secretary;
ongoing

Spring 2009
to present

Fall 2008 to
present

Fall 2008 to
present

ongoing

Fall 2008 to
present

advisement

Improve resources
available to students

Enhance contact and
communication with
doctoral alumni

IV.

forms, PhD and TA handbooks, links to
various offices/websites on campus, and
needed announcements; reinstated our time
limitation warning letter sent to students in
their 6th year of study
Maintain a computer lab in Wilson Hall for
the current doctoral students that has
sophisticated data analysis packages and a
library
Worked with doctoral alumni, Ayn Ebner
O’Reilley, to establish Imogene Moyer
Memorial Scholarship; host
alumni/faculty/current student luncheon at
our national conferences; yearly mailings
with recruitment materials sent to alumni

Spring 2009
to present

Fall 2008 to
present

Outcomes Assessment (Board Policy 1997-01)
Program Outcomes:
Based upon the results of an annual survey conducted by the Association of Doctoral Programs in
Criminology and Criminal Justice (ADPCCJ), the Criminology Department at IUP is 1 of 41
programs to offer a doctoral degree in criminology or criminal justice. In the mid-1980s, it became 1
of the first 10 departments in the discipline to offer a doctoral degree. Our discipline continues to
grow with more programs offering the doctoral degree (PhD) each year. In fact, our 2007 program
review indicated that IUP was one of only 26 programs, suggesting an addition of 15 doctoral
programs in a mere 5 year period. We also know of about 2 – 3 other Departments that will start a
PhD program in the next two years. With over 110 current alumni of the program, we continue to be
a top producing department nationwide in terms of the number of program graduates.
Over 90% of the graduates of IUP’s PhD program in criminology are employed as college or
university professors, with the others working in various research and administrative positions.
In a survey of currently enrolled doctoral students, the areas of quality of coursework, research
preparation, teaching preparation, and academic advising were all rated favorably. The survey results
also indicated that prior to attending IUP, most of the students had not written a master’s thesis,
published an article or taught a criminology course at the college level. Most, however, had worked
for a criminal justice related agency. Well over half of the students stated the quality/reputation of
the program or our focus on Preparing Future Faculty as the primary reason for accepting admission
to the doctoral program. Consistent with this, over 40% of the students surveyed indicated that they
had first learned about the doctoral program at IUP from a professor at another institution.
In addition, we actively encourage our students to present papers at our national conferences and/or
publish their work. From June 2008 to May 2012, our students published over 20 items (e.g.,
articles, book chapters, encyclopedia entries) and presented 192 papers at conferences. In addition,
several of our students have won awards from our professional organizations. Mr. J.J. Roth won the
Juvenile Justice Student Paper Award from ACJS in 2012 and the Outstanding Graduate Paper from
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the Pennsylvania Association of Criminal Justice Educators in 2011. Ms. Holly Sarinic received the
Minorities and Women’s section Esther Madriz Student Travel Award from ACJS in March 2011,
while Ms. Katie Herman won the same award in 2009. Ms. Michele Bratina received an ACJS/ Sage
Teaching Award in February 2010. Mr. Brian Iannacchione was awarded the ACJS Juvenile Justice
Section 2010 Student Paper Competition Award. Ms. Shelly Clevenger won the ASC Division on
Women and Crime Graduate Student Paper Award in 2008 and Ms. Tina Freiburger won the same
award in 2009. Mr. Brian Iannacchione won the Graduate Student Paper competition at the
Pennsylvania Association of Criminal Justice Educators in 2009.

Student Learning Outcomes:
The Department of Criminology and the College of Health and Human Services developed and
implemented student learning outcomes objectives. These were developed with undergraduate
education in mind, but many do apply to graduate education.
Criminology learning outcomes include: 1) Students will demonstrate the ability to think
critically and communicate effectively within the discipline of criminology; 2) Students will
develop an understanding of their profession and the ethical responsibilities within criminology
and criminal justice; 3) Students will demonstrate general knowledge of central criminal
justice/criminology cognate areas; 4) Students will demonstrate knowledge and application of
information literacy; and 5) Students will demonstrate an awareness of diversity issues and
responsible citizenship.
College of Health and Human Services learning outcomes specify that students will: 1)
Demonstrate scholarship, academic excellence, and leadership within the specific discipline; 2)
Demonstrate critical thinking and discipline specific competencies; 3) Participate in service to the
community, university, and profession; 4) Communicate effectively; 5) Utilize concepts of
responsible citizenship, life-long learning, and a professional code of ethics; and 6) Develop
skills to work collaboratively with diverse groups.
The criminology PhD program is based on the Preparing Future Faculty approach. This method of
doctoral education is promoted by the Council of Graduate Schools and emphasizes teaching
excellence and the use of a balanced teacher/scholar model. Overall, the program seeks to integrate
the study of theory, research, justice systems, and pedagogy. Criminology doctoral students must
complete 54 hours of credit beyond a master’s degree; 30 credits from required courses, 12 are
electives, and 12 are dissertation credits. Students must also successfully complete qualifying
examinations in the areas of theory, research methods/statistics, and policy. Finally, students must
successfully demonstrate a skill and specialization requirement.
Criminology doctoral students typically earn high grade point averages, generally in the range of 3.5
to 4.0 (on a 4.0 scale). Students also tend to be successful in passing doctoral qualifying exams.
Over 80% of the students attempting the exams have passed them since the last 5 year review period.
Moreover, departmental faculty teaching at the doctoral level have been active with course and
qualifying examination assessment in an effort to keep their courses and the exams up-to-date and
respond to student needs in an evolving discipline.
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Evidence gained from the survey of doctoral students indicates that the students feel prepared as both
teacher and scholars. The majority of the students answering the survey indicated feeling prepared to
take on a variety of research (e.g., identify research questions, prepare a conceptual framework,
conduct a literature review, develop a research design, obtain human subjects approval, collect data,
use qualitative and quantitative approaches, analyze data, present findings at a conference) and
teaching (e.g., develop a teaching philosophy, develop a syllabus, teach an undergraduate course,
prepare a good lecture, lead a good class discussion, grade papers) related tasks.
V.

Program Strengths
As stated above, since the 2007 review was completed, the number of doctoral programs in
criminology and/or criminal justice has risen from 26 to 41, with more expected to open in the next
two years. Despite this rise, our number of incoming students continues to be strong relative to other
programs in our discipline. For example, according to the ADPCCJ survey results, the average
number of new students enrolling in a doctoral program was 6.75 in the 2009 survey, 8 in the 2010
survey and 8.12 in the 2011 survey. At IUP during the same years, we had 12, 7, and 17 new
students enrolling respectively.
Likewise, we have great success in graduating our students. Our department made a concerted effort
to encourage students to graduate within 4 – 5 years of starting the program and to more effectively
motivate those students who were 5 – 7 years beyond their program start date. As a result, the
number of students we have graduated since the last review has risen dramatically based on both
departmental history and in relation to our discipline. According to the ADPCCJ survey results, from
AY 2007/08 to AY 2009 – 2010 the average program graduated between 3.6 to 4.56 students each
year. IUP graduated a total of 24 doctoral students in that same time period. So, while our total
number of students enrolled has decreased since the last five year review, this actually is mainly due
to our increased effort to graduate our doctoral students in a timely fashion.
Our faculty continue to be a strength of our program. Between 2009 and 2012, our faculty
collectively published 35 peer-reviewed journal articles, 6 books, and approximately 20 book
chapters. In addition, our faculty have been awarded over $1.5 million in federal and/or state grant
money in that same time period. In addition, since 2009 several of our faculty have been honored by
our national organizations. For example, in March 2012, Dr. Rosemary Gido received the Academy
of Criminal Justice (ACJS) Corrections Section highest award, The John Howard Award, in
“recognition of her lifetime of service and scholarship in corrections”. She also received the ACJS
2010 Mentorship Award. In March 2012, Dr. Alida Merlo and Dr. Bitna Kim shared the 2012
Minority Mentorship Award from ACJS. Dr. Merlo also received the ACJS 2010 Mentorship Award
for development and support of careers of graduate students and junior faculty. In March 2009, Dr.
Alida Merlo received the Becky Tatum Excellence Award from the Minorities and Women's Section
in recognition of her contributions to professional organizations, academic institutions, and the
criminal justice system, and her research on women and crime. In June 2010, Bitna Kim received the
Emerging Scholar Award from the Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice Sciences. In
November 2010, Jen Roberts was elected to serve a three year term as the secretary/treasurer of the
Association of Doctoral Programs in Criminology and Criminal Justice.
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IUP has a strong niche among the Criminology doctoral programs because of our focus on Preparing
Future Faculty. In addition to a typical strong focus on research preparation, IUP’s doctoral program
in criminology provides coursework, mentoring, and support for students to become teacher-scholars.
This is recognized by other scholars in our discipline and by the students in our program. As stated
above, many students chose IUP specifically for our focus on Preparing Future Faculty.
VI.

Areas in Need of Improvement
Weaknesses.
Student concerns. Students completing the doctoral survey indicated feeling less prepared for the
service demands of academia relative to the other items (e.g., teaching, research, advising) scored.
Many of the committees in our department are contractual and do not allow for student participation.
In the future, we can host Brown Bag seminars with the students detailing some of the service
requirements they can expect in an academic position.
In addition, several students noted feeling unprepared to write a grant proposal. While we do have
students complete a number of research proposals as part of their required coursework and
dissertation, the funding element is typically not included in these assignments. To correct this, we
could host a seminar with an invited speaker from the Research Institute to talk about a variety of
issues related to grant applications.
Finally, students indicated they would like a more formal mentoring program in place during their
first and second year of coursework. Several indicated they would like to have someone they were
“assigned to” as a mentor. Our graduate faculty will meet and discuss how best to address this issue.
Grant funding. The number of faculty members conducting grant-funded research projects is
relatively low, particularly in terms of larger, externally funded research projects.
Quality of doctoral students: As the number of departments offering the PhD in Criminology
continues to grow, there is more and more competition for high quality students. While our numbers
have been steady, we are losing more students, and especially some of our top candidates, to
competitor schools each year as a result of our stipends (see more discussion below under “threats”).
Continuing to attract doctoral qualified faculty: In our discipline, the number of jobs to new
PhDs is typically at least 2:1. Our market is highly competitive and favors job candidates over
institutions. As discussed below, our faculty pay coupled with our teaching load make hiring talented
faculty for our doctoral program more difficult.
Obstacles:
Faculty pay. In recent years when we have been allowed to search, we have been required to hire
new faculty at Step 1 on our pay scale. The most recent survey from the ADPCCJ indicates that the
mean salary for the most recently hired assistant professor was $63,087. This is an astonishingly
large difference of $11,231. This means that the newly minted Ph.Ds. from our program are likely
going into positions in which they will be making significantly more money than would any new
faculty member hired here to teach them. This is an untenable situation. Our ability to hire competent
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faculty to contribute to our doctoral program is greatly decreased if we cannot compete with the other
doctoral programs in our discipline.
Faculty workload. We are one of only two programs in our discipline that have a 4/4 teaching load
for doctoral faculty. In fact, of the departments with doctoral programs in our discipline, 68% have a
2/2 load. Of the remaining programs, most require five or six classes per academic year. Again, this
discrepancy in teaching load dramatically and negatively impacts our ability to hire doctoral faculty.
Threats:
Assistantship stipend. In our discipline, the median “basic stipend” for 2010-2011 academic year
was $15,350. This figure does not include the tuition waiver and/or health insurance that are typically
covered as well. Our program had the lowest stipend of all of the programs in our discipline (i.e.,
$6,630), coming in at a mere 43% of what our median competitor is offering. In fact, the median
“basic stipend” for master’s students in our discipline is substantially higher (i.e., $11,260) than our
doctoral stipend. Each year we lose 3 – 5 of our best applicants to other programs. When asked why
they chose another program, overwhelmingly they say it was due to better financial support at
another institution. Because of this serious discrepancy in stipends, our ability to attract quality
doctoral students is being steadily eroded. With the growing number of programs available to
students in our discipline, if we are to remain viable, we must be able to offer more competitive
assistantships to incoming students.
Increasing number of competitors. As stated above, the number of programs offering a doctorate
in criminology and/or criminal justice continues to rise. Students have more choices in terms of
where they would like to study. We have a unique niche in the Criminology discipline. However,
the lackluster assistantship support coupled with the competition is a serious threat.
VII.

Action Plan
Goals
Review and update
curriculum as needed

Action Plan

Steps To Be Taken
Review current curriculum and those
of competitor schools; prepare any
curriculum changes for discussion
with larger faculty; move forward
with IUP curriculum process

Self and external study

Alumni gifts

Launch program

Meet with IUP staff with expertise in
area for guidance; invite alumni at
upcoming 25th anniversary event to
contribute

Starting
2013

Formal mentoring
program for PhD
program

Self study and launch
program

Meet with graduate faculty to discuss
how best to match incoming students
with faculty; make a formal match
for the first and second year students

Starting
AY 20132014
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Date
2013-2014

VIII. Comments
In terms of the Action Plan, unfortunately for us, the major obstacles and threats facing our program
(faculty pay and workload, stipends) are things that are not under departmental control. If our program
is to continue to be competitive and successful into the future, these basic infrastructure type issues
must be addressed.
IX. Actions Planned by the University (check all that apply)





Continue Program
Place in Moratorium
Discontinue Program
Pursue Accreditation






Continue Program and Revise as Indicated
Interim Review
Reorganization
Other (Please explain below)

X. Signatures

___________________________________
Program Director (if applicable)

_________________________
Date

___________________________________
College Dean

_________________________
Date

___________________________________
Provost

_________________________
Date
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